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Our Learning Themes

Who were the
Tudors?

Post-Reformation
Christianity

Tudor life

Henry VIII—life
and legacy

The dissolution of
the monasteries

The Reformation

Tudor Britain

Our Questions
What happened at the Battle of Bosworth?
How did the Tudor monarchs pave the way for
Britain’s Golden Age?
How did Henry VIII change Christianity in
England? What were the consequences?
What was it like to live as a Roman Catholic in
Henry VIII’s reign?
Who was the most successful Tudor monarch?

What stitches were used in a Tudor purse?
Why did Henry VIII have 6 wives?
What is the difference between Roman
Catholic and Anglican Christianity?
Why are there so many denominations of
Christianity?
What was life like in Tudor times?
Why did the Tudor line end?
How do I dance a gavotte?

Join in with
our Learning at
home...
Reading

Try reading a sonnet or short extract of a play
written by William Shakespeare; copy a few lines
of Shakespeare in your best handwriting and add
an illustration; look carefully at paintings and
portraits from the Tudor period, try to ‘read’ the
information shown in the picture.

Doing

Use a computer to find out about life in Tudor
times on the V&A website www.tudorbritain.org;
make a pomander to sweeten the air; design and
make a knot garden on a plate; make detailed observational drawings of a rose; use collage
materials, wood or clay to make household items
for a model house; learn to play card games; have
a go at weaving willow branches or creating a piece
of embroidery.

Visiting

Visit Southsea Castle or the new Mary Rose
Museum in Portsmouth; see the magnificent Tudor
Panel Paintings by Lambert Barnard in Chichester
Cathedral; walk through Midhurst town centre and
search for original Tudor buildings; see paintings
of British monarchs at the National Portrait
Gallery, London; visit the Globe Theatre or
Hampton Court Palace; visit Arundel Castle.

We will enrich our Learning with:



An interview with a Tudor nobleman
Learning Tudor strategy games

